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To execute Strategy Deployment successfully, it’s critical that all project data 
is well organized. This fact points to the common reason why Strategy 
Deployment is so often unsuccessful:

• Documents are on different computers,  
• Assembled by a variety of people, 
• Created in an array of software applications,
• And with no clear centralization!

If this sounds familiar, these issues are probably the reasons why 
your Strategy Deployment efforts aren’t getting off the launch pad. 

The answer to this problem is simple: Strategy Deployment App, part 
of the ResultWare™ suite of apps brought to you by the Focused 
Solutions Practice Area of Lean Focus. Strategy Deployment App was 
built to centralize and secure documents specifically related to 
Strategy Deployment—forms, spreadsheets, and more designed by 
the leader in the Lean industry.

The Key to
Successful
Strategy 
Deployment 

ResultWareTM

ResultWare™ is a suite of Power Apps that help to streamline any Lean 
process in your business. Whether you’re planning a Kaizen event or 
creating a Strategy Deployment plan, all apps in the ResultWare™ suite 
are designed to give you the result you need to achieve your Lean goals. 

Built on Microsoft’s revolutionary Power Platform, your
organization can seamlessly integrate any or all Power Apps into your 
organization without disrupting any of your existing software. And the 
best part, save over hundreds of thousands of dollars a year with no 
recurring subscription fees.

SIMPLE

RELIABLE

ADAPTIVE

Can replicate Excel user experience

Data is secure & available,
not saved in files 

Meets virtually all IT requirements

Automate the tasks of collecting,
linking, collating, and visualizing data. 

Keep data secure
and accessible. 

Minimize waste,
maximize impact.

Strategy Deployment App Action Plan



Strategy Deployment App

As you know, multi-level Strategy Deployment creates enormous 
value, but it requires a lot of data, documentation, etc. which has the 
potential to create errors or waste. It also coordinates the complex 
activities of many people, and each level is dependent on the level 
below, creating even more moving parts.

With the Strategy Deployment App, your 
team uses standardized documents within 
one app to completely organize data and 
documents without error or data loss.

While you may be used to the rhythm of 
waiting on team members to send you 
spreadsheets via email or other unsecure 
means, now it’s all made and stored 
within the same place. No delay, no 
errors, and no waste.  

ONE-STOP TRANSFORMATION SHOP

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED?
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How Does the 
App Work?

Request a Consult With: info@leanfocus.com

Strategy Deployment App Matrix


